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Time-resolved EPR has advanced steadily over the past 25 years or so

as a technique for studying reactions of free radicals in solution. In-

deed, instrumentation now existu in several laboratories around the

world for routinely detecting photolytically produced radicals by EPR on

the microsecond timescale. Less extensive mating has occurred between

time-resolved EPR spectrometers and apparatus for radical production by

pulsed electron beam radiolysis. Provided that the facilities for gen-

erating and handling pulsed ionizing radiation, are available, however,

this technique has several advantages over photolysis for studying cer-

tain classes of radicals. Perhaps the most significant of these is the

relative ease with which high, uniform concentrations of radicals may be

produced without regard for the optical proper-ties of the reactants, the

radicals, or the solutions themselves. The uniform penetration of even

a fairly thick sample by a high energy electron beam is especially im-

portant for studies of radical-radical processes, for which homogeneous

concentrations are essential.

For several years we have participated in a collaborative research

effort with Dr. A, D. Trifunac and his colleagues at Argonne National

Laboratory to apply the pulsed EPR-pulse radiolysis technique to several

problems associated with the dynamics of small reactive radicals formed

during radiolysis of aqueous solutions using 3 Hev. electrons from a

Van de Graaff accelerator. We '.rill discuss experimental techniques and

applications arising from this work, with particular emphasis on prob-

lems requiring high initial radical concentrations and EPR time resolu-

tion of one microsecond or better. A general outline of the topics

follows.

Water radiolysis

The primary chemical event occurring in high energy electron radioly-

sis of aqueous solutions may be represented with about 90% accuracy as
„+

H2O - A V ^ H O - + V j + H-

Only about one-half of the initially formed OH radicals and hydrated

electrons (c^_) disappear by reactions among themselves, however, leav-

ing a pool of species which nay be exploited to produce secondary rad-

icals by reactions with solute molecules. Approximately one scavenge-

able HO* • ~ M pair is formed for each 30 ev of energy absorbed by the
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sample. Reactions between the primary species and solutes have beon

studied so extensively over the past two or three decades that onr can

now, in effect, design a radical synthesis by consulting a published

compilation of rate constants. [See, for example, 6. v. Buxton, in

"The Study o£ Fast Processes and Transient Species by Electron Pulse

Radiolysis," J. H. Baxendala and F. Busi, Eds., D. Riedel, Boston,

1982.J For example, we employ reaction schemes such as the one shown

below, which converts e~ into OH, to produce organic radicals from

water soluble substrates.

(1) + e + + HO- + + HO

(2) HO«

- 8.6 x 109 M"1sec"1

• 7.5 x 107 M"1sec"1

Using the Argonne Van de Graaff we can create 10~* H organic radicals in

0.1 microsecond pulses. This corresponds to a radical formation rate of

1000 H sec"1!

Instrumentation

It seems that at present each laboratory engaged in research using

time-resolved EPR has developed its own (unquestionably best!) detec-

tion scheme. We frequently employ a particularly simple pulsed scheme

which we call "FID detection." [A. D. Trifunac and R. G. Lawler, Chem.

Phys. Lett., 84_, S15 (1981)]. This method makes instrumental artifacts

particularly eaey to detect and correct. Jt works well unless the EPR

lines are unusually broad or overlapping. A version of FID detection,

which happens to include a saturation pulse for T^ measurements,is shown

in Figure 1. Typical saturation recovery curves and a superimposed

magnetization decay for the center line of «CH2CO2~ are shown in Figure

2.

ElKtron
rPJ»«

Figure 1

UCDVWt TUB (»MC)

Figure 2
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Relaxation times

A straightforward application of tJie technique illustrated above, and

its spin-echo analogue [A. 0. 'irifunac, R. G. Lawler, and J. R. Morris,

J. Chen. Phy«., 71, 4380 (1979)] has been the Measurement of T, and T,

for a series of simple radicals. These include SO, , 'CHjOH, CH,« and

several other radicals derived from alcohols and acids. The values of

T^ and T2 at low radical concentrations range from 0.1 to 4 microsecond*.

He conclude that relaxation occurs predominantly via the spin-rotation

mechanism.

Heisanberg exchange rates

It has been proven possible to create sufficiently high concentrations

of reactive radicals to detect the onset of a bimolecular contribution

to T^ and Tj, presumably by the Beisenberg spin exchange mechanism.

Comparison of spin exchange rates, *_x» with simultaneously measured

radical decay rates, x. , has yielded the surprising result that the

former process is faster than the latter by up to a factor of 10, de-

spite the usual assumption that both processes are diffusion controlled.

Rate ratios for several radicals are shown in Table 1.

CIDEP enhancement factors

Much of the motivation for developing fast EPR methods over the past

few years has come from a desire to understand the phenomenon of CIDEP.

It is somewhat ironic, than, that although we can, in principle, obtain

CIDEP enhancement factors almost as a by-product of the analysis of our

time-resolved EPR spectra, we have not yet focused our attention on

these parameters. Suffice it to say that microsecond time-resolved EPR

spectra of radicals produced by pulse radiolysis always exhibit CIDEP

of the type expected for encounters between independently generated

radicals. In fact, for applications such as T^ measurements, CIDEP is

a nuisance which we go to some lengths to avoid.

TABU 1

(H2O,

Radical

•CHjCOO"

•CH(COO~)2
CH3CHOH

(CH,)2COH

CHjCHO"

<CH3)2CO"

(H20, T •

pH

14
14

7
7

14
14

• 16-19°C)

kex / k

2.
2 .
2 .
3 .
5 .
10

4 +
7 +
5 •
2 +
5 +

+

t

0 . 4

0 . 7

O.S

0 . 8

1.0
2 . 0
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Electron »pin selection rules for radical recombination

It i« generally assumed that the observation of CIDNP, CIDEP, and

several related magnetic effects, proves that recombination of radicals

proceeds exclusively from the singlet electron spin state of the radical

pair. Schematically this may be represented by the reaction

R(+) + R(+) • R - R

where the arrows refer to the relative orientations of the electron

spins. It ht» occurred to us, however, that inasmuch as the intensities

of EFR spectra depend on the population difference, R(+) - R(+), the

above simple reaction carries with it the startling prediction that de-

cay of radicals by singlet state self-combination should be undetectable

by EPR! A proper test of this idea requires, of course, that the bi-

molecular decay occur faster than spin-lattice relaxation, since the

latter process causes the spin system to track the equilibrium Magnet-

ization corresponding to the instantaneous radical concentration. He

havo been searching for effects in the time-resolved EPR spectra of

SO, and other radicals which might indicate such a lag between EPR

intensity and radical concentration. In the case of SO^ we have pre-

liminary evidence that both the longitudinal and transverse magnetiza-

tions decay somewhat more slowly at high radical concentrations than

would be expected on the basis of the radical lifetime. If correct,

this constitutes a new way of measuring the spin selectivity Of radi-

cal-radical reactions.
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Relaxation times

A straightforward application of the technique illustrated above, and

its spin-echo analogue [A. O. Trifunac, H. G. Lawler, and J. R. Morris,

J. Chen. Phys., 71, 4380 (1979)] has been the measurement of T^ and *2

for a series of simple radicals. These include SO., , -CH-OH, CH-- and

several other radicals derived from alcohols and acids. The values of

T^ and T2 at low radical concentrations range from 0.1 to 4 microseconds.

We conclude that relaxation occurs predominantly via the spin-rotation

mechanism.

Heisenberg exchange rates

It has been proven possible to create sufficiently high concentrations

of reactive radicals to detect the onset of a bimolecular contribution

to T, and T.f presumably by the Heisenberg spin exchange mechanism.

Comparison of spin exchange rates, X , with simultaneously measured

radical decay rates, kt, has yielded the surprising result that the

former process is faster than the latter by up to a factor of 10, de-

spite the usual assumption that both processes are diffusion controlled.

Rate ratios for several radicals are shown in Table 1.

CIDEP enhancement factors

Much of the motivation for developing £ast EPR methods over the past

few years has come from a desire to understand the phenomenon of CIDEP.

It is somewhat ironic, then, that although we can, in principle, obtain

CIDEP enhancement factors almost as a by-product of the analysis of our

time-resolved EPR spectra, we have not yet focused our attention on

these parameters. Suffice it to say that microsecond time-resolved EPR

spectra of radicals produced by pulse radiolysis always exhibit CIDEP

of the type expected for encountero between independently generated

radicals. In fact, for applications such as T^ measurements, CIDEP is

a nuisance which we go to some lengths to avoid.

TAELE 1

Radical

•CHjCOO

•CH(COO")2
CB3CHOH

(CH-)2COH

CHjCHO"

(CH3)2CO~

(HjO, T -

pH

14
14

7
7

14
14

16-19°C)

2.
2.
2.
3 .
5 .
10

1XA

4 +
7 +
5 +
2 •
5 +

+

t

0.4
0.7
0.5
0.8
1.0
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Electron spin selection rules for radical recombination

It is generally assumed that the observation of CIDNP, CXDEP, and

several related magnetic effects, proves that recombination of radicals

proceeds exclusively from the singlet electron spin state of the radical

pair. Schematically this may be represented by the reaction

R(+) + R(+) • R - R

where the arrows refer to the relative orientations of the electron

spins. It has occurred to us, however, that inasmuch as the intensities

of EPR spectra depend on the population difference, R{+) - R(+), the

above simple reaction carries with it the startling prediction that de-

cay o£ radicals by singlet state self-combination should be undetectable

by EPR! ». proper test of this idea requires, of course, that the bi-

molecular decay occur faster than spin-lattice relaxation, since the

latter process causes the spin system to track the equilibrium magnet-

ization corresponding to the instantaneous radical concentration. (•>•*

have been searching for effects in the time-resolved EPR spectra of

S03 and other radicals which might indicate such a lag between EPR

intensity and radical concentration. In the case of SO3* we have pre-

liminary evidence that both the longitudinal and transverse magnetiza-

tions decay somewhat more slowly at high radical concentrations than

would be expected on the basis of the radical lifetime. If correct,

this constitutes a new way of measuring the spin selectivity of radi-

cal-radical reactionn.
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